Developer Space (D-Space)
Work in Progress...
Developer Space is one of the main functions of the Prosperity 4 All platform.

Use Case/ Scenarios
To find the D-Space use cases/ Scenarios please refer to the GPII Wiki: http://wiki.gpii.net/index.php/Developer_Space

Comparative Analysis
The following analysis provides an overview of two different types of services that developers may use in their product development workflow:
1. Closed Developer Platforms: They encourage developers using their products by offering variety of tools and services e.g. Apple, Microsoft,
Google
2. Open Developer Tools: They provide developers with tools, services and information to facilitate their workflow e.g. GitHub, CodeClimate
This analysis aims to reveal the components that must be incorporated within the D-Space as well as unique features to created added value for the DSpace

1. Closed Developer Platforms
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2. Developer Tools

Code Climate: Automated code review for Ruby, JS, and PHP.
Multiple ways of quickly understanding the state of code at a glance
Uses many visuals to convey status:
"A" to "F" scale to indicate the grade of a particular item
Up and down icons to indicate when something has improved or declined
"Hotspot" sidebar widget to show where important trouble spots are e.g. https://codeclimate.com/tour/feed
In dashboard view, security issues are called out for easy viewing.
Notifications for when status changes.
Project Feed to monitor any changes on the code base
Dashboard enables users to see multiple projects state at a glance
Easy Toggle between test coverage and code quality
List of all features

Subscription
fee for some of
the services

JS Hint: Scanning programs written in JavaScript to report commonly made mistakes and potential bugs e.g. syntax
error, a bug due to implicit type conversion, a leaking variable.
There is a sidebar which summarizes the code and identifies possible issues. As you hover over the identified issues, the
related piece of code is highlighted.

Travis-Ci: Continues integration service used to build and test projects hosted at GitHub.
Uses visuals to convey status:
Badges to show if the build is failing, passing, unknown or if there is an error
The items on the build history, pull requests and branch summaries lists are labeled to show the status of the pulled
requests (started, passed, failed)
Easy option to download log
Bit Bucket: Private Code Repositories to host, manage and share Git and Mercurial repositories in the cloud.
Repositories can be shared with team members
Quick options to Merge, Decline or Approve changes
Commits are interlinked with JIRA and can be resolved from the Bitbucket
Capability to track your activity as well as your teammates

Google Code: Runs a project hosting service that provides revision control, an issue tracker, and a wiki for
documentation.
It has the following 3 sections:
Project home: project info, features, members, links
Wiki: documentations, comments, change logs
Source: Browse (branches, tags, etc), Changes (revisions, affected files)

3. Other Sites

Reddit
A self-governed, community sourced news sharing site
Default view is a list of trending items from a select number of sub-reddits (or "Subs"). Trending items are based on the
number of views / clicks / votes.
User can search and subscribe to Subs of a wide variety of topics
Reddit has multiple metrics and economies in place
Gold - gold tokens are awarded by other users to people to encourage more good behaviour and participation. Gold
token can be purchased by buying a reddit subscription or by earning them through participation.
Karma - there are two types of karma a user can earn: link karma, and comment karma. Karma is awarded by other
community members by "upvoting". Conversely you can lose karma through "downvoting".
Community-sourced content with a micro-economy.
What becomes most visible is often what is more popular. Popularity alone may not be a good metric.

